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			Orthodontist – Queens, NY 

			Smiles made
				simple
 
				
			
				Creating smiles that will
					change your 
				    
					  
					  |
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		Life is too short 
			to hide your smile 

		Are crowded, spaced out, or crooked teeth making you feel.



			Self-Conscious?
	Less Confident?
	Less Friendly?


	   
		Don’t socially distance yourself, let your new smile be a bridge to social connections.

	   

		Schedule Your Transformation


	
		Benefits of Orthodontics

		Your Bright Future 

			Begins with

			Your Beautiful Smile
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				Improved 

					Appearance

				When people are no longer embarrassed by smiling, their whole appearance begins to shine.
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				Reduced Cavities &

					Periodontal Disease

				When teeth are orthodontically moved to their proper, functional positions, it becomes much easier to keep them clean. Keeping them clean allows for fewer caries and less gingivitis. 
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				More Social

					Connections

				People tend to make more friends and become more outgoing and social when they are no longer hiding their smiles.
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				More

					Confidence

				Having a stunning smile improves self-esteem, builds self-confidence, and exudes positive attitudes towards life.
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				More

					Opportunities

				Young professionals in your area with healthy, beautiful smiles are perceived by others to be more successful, competent, and reliable.

			

		

		
			

		

		


		Schedule Your Appointment
	



	
	Actual Patients
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			Not your average 

				orthodontist
			

			Straightening teeth is NOT our MISSION. Impacting quality-of-life, self-esteem, and self-perception IS.

			
				Am I A Candidate?
				View Our Work
			

		
	



	
		Orthodontic Problems

		Have you  

			ever noticed?

			Select an item to learn more.
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When kids and adults have a deep overbite, teeth fail to properly distribute chewing forces, leading to enamel cracks, wear, and even fractures. Left untreated enamel loss occurs prematurely. Correcting the overbite will result in a significant reduction of tooth loss.

	




 Excessive  
Teeth Wear?
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Misaligned teeth often make it really hard to remove plaque/debris from teeth and gums. This gives an opportunity for the bacteria to multiply and harm sensitive tissues while simultaneously creating a foul odor. Properly positioning the teeth will allow for easier removal of plaque, contributing to a fresher, cleaner mouth.

	




 
Bad 
Breath?
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	  Easily corrected yet commonly overlooked problems such as a dental crossbite can often lead to deviation of the chin. A slight shift of the jaw may cause mild to severe facial deformity. Early and effective orthodontic intervention will allow for proper growth and development.

	





Facial 
 Asymmetry?
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		 Patients begin to feel insecure about their teeth. Coworkers, friends, and teachers may see these insecurities presented as shyness or unfriendliness. Proper orthodontic therapy in your area will ensure beautiful smile and an increase in self image and confidence.

	




Low Self-Esteem  
 & Confidence?






	
		

	



	We don’t just care 

		about your teeth,

		We care about you
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					Artistic 
Smiles
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					Satisfaction 
Guarantee
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					Modern 
Techniques
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					We Value 
Your Time
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					Board-Certified 
 Orthodontist
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					No 
Surprises
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					Flexible 
Financing
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					Simpli 
Guarantee
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						Artistic 
Smiles

					

					Nobody should have to experience embarrassment caused by their smile or feel less confident in public when taking selfies with friends. In order to create highly artistic smiles that exude energy and confidence, our orthodontist in Queens has perfected specific protocols that allow us to achieve life-changing, inspiring results. The main focus of our treatment is not to “align” your teeth, but to find a unique balance between the art and science of orthodontics, and apply it towards creating your stunning, aesthetically pleasing smile.

				   Schedule Your Appointment
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						Satisfaction 
Guarantee

					

					Like you, we are frustrated by people or nearby companies that over promise and under deliver. We are not a franchise, we are a privately owned orthodontic clinic. From the moment you call us, and until your last farewell retainer check visit, our goal is to give you the best patient experience possible! Every aspect of your visit has been carefully considered, and your satisfaction made our top priority. We won’t let you graduate from our clinic until we are completely satisfied with your final smile result.

					Schedule Your Appointment
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						Modern 
Techniques

					

					Have you ever been told your options are metal braces on the outside of the teeth and maybe Invisalign? Most of the time, the options offered to the patients are dependent on the practitioner's experience and expertise in using certain orthodontic techniques. As specialists in orthodontics, rather than limiting to one type of braces, we believe in offering all of the treatment options to you. Hidden braces (Brius, Inbrace, Incognito), Clear Aligners (Invisalign, Spark, 3M Aligners), Clear porcelain braces, and lastly metal traditional or self-ligating braces are all the options offered at SimpliBraces. Rest assured the option recommended by Dr. Yelizar and chosen by you, will result in the best treatment outcome and a beautiful, stunning smile.

					Schedule Your Appointment
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						We Value 
Your Time

					

					We understand that everyone’s time is of the essence. That’s why we offer after-school, evening, and weekend appointments in order to accommodate your or your child’s busy schedule. Specific times are allocated for each appointment, allowing us and you to run on time. Our goal is to always meet your expectations.

				  Schedule Your Appointment
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						Board-Certified 
 Orthodontist

					

					Confidence, trust, and clinical skills of the provider are some of the most important factors that should be considered when choosing an orthodontist in your area. One of the ways Dr. Isaak demonstrated that was by reaching the pinnacle status of his profession. Dr. Yelizar is very proud to be a Board Certified Orthodontist. This accomplishment is rare, while all orthodontists have to complete an accredited residency and are licensed, only about 30% of orthodontists are board-certified. This devotion to his profession is what will make your smile memorable.

					Schedule Your Appointment
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					No one likes any surprises. At SimpliBraces we believe in honesty and transparency. Once you begin the journey with us we will guide you every step of the way. With this promise from the beginning and without any surprises along the way, the patient always knows the services they’ve acquired. We understand “things happen” and it's our mission to always be there for you. A tranquility that is now, more than ever is appreciated.

					Schedule Your Appointment
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						Flexible 
Financing

					

					At SimpliBraces we realize the importance of providing the best value for your money. We believe that everyone deserves a beautiful smile and finances shouldn’t be a smile breaker.
We offer multiple, customizable, interest-free, in-office payment options that can make financing your orthodontic treatment affordable. Our team is ready to work with your dental insurance provider to help you exhaust your benefits. FSAs and HSAs can be applied towards your treatment allowing you to use your pre-tax money. Patients can apply for Lending Point, and other third-party financing agencies that can extend their payments with low interest for up to 60 months. Are you budget ready to transform your smile?

				   Schedule Your Appointment
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Guarantee

					

					Let's face it, our daily lives are very hectic. There will be times when you will forget to wear your retainers which will cause your teeth to shift. Our SimpliGuarantee Program will allow you to come back and receive re-treatment at a fraction of the cost of the original treatment. You will no longer need to worry about paying thousands of dollars, you’ve initially paid.

				  Schedule Your Appointment
				   

				

			

		
	

	Schedule Your Appointment
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				Your NYC 
orthodontist

				At SimpliBraces, our mission is to create a lifetime of healthy and aesthetic smiles while providing an exceptional experience and service. Whether you are a teenager or an adult who’s looking to change your smile, our unique, artistic approach to orthodontic treatment is guaranteed to change your smile and boost your self-confidence. You will love our friendly orthodontic office, our commitment to excellence, and our exceptional focus on your results. We are thrilled to be the go-to orthodontic office for traditional metal braces, clear braces, hidden braces and Invisalign in Rego Park and the surrounding communities.
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					Board-Certified Orthodontist

					Meet Dr. Yelizar
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					Report improvement
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        Our Orthodontic Approach

        3 easy steps to start 

            loving your smile

        
            
                1

                [image: Animated calendar] Consultation

                Click the button below to schedule your free consultation visit.

            

            
                2

                [image: Animated papers and pencil]Smile Design
                

                Discuss your ideal smile goals and review your highly personalized treatment plan

            

            
                3

                [image: Animated handshake]Get Your Results
                

                Using your custom smile design, we’ll craft the smile of your dreams.

            

        

         Click Here to Take Your First Step
    



    
        
            Top Queens Orthodontist

            What 

                patients

                are

                saying
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                            Ashanti H., Queens, NY
                        

                    
                    "Dr. Yelizar has to be the best orthodontist in the state. I transferred from another
                        orthodontist who ruined my teeth, faith, and confidence in the process of my treatment. The
                        first time I went to Dr. Yelizar's office, he and his co-workers were beyond friendly and
                        supportive. As he explained the treatment, he was very thorough and honest and answered all my
                        questions. 1 year and 10 months later – my braces are removed, I have no impacted teeth, my
                        faith and confidence are up… and to top it off, I am now the owner of a beautiful, straight
                        smile. My before and after results are unbelievable. All thanks to Dr. Yelizar! He is genuinely
                        amazing and hardworking, doing whatever it takes to ensure you won’t only have the smile you’ve
                        always wanted, but the smile you deserve and will love."

                

                
                    
                        [image: Google logo]
                        
                            
                            Ruby S., Queens, NY
                        

                    
                    "First off, the staff is super friendly, and I always felt comfortable in the chair I dreaded
                        most (I always hated the dentist)! Second, Dr. Isaak Yelizar was the only dentist that agreed to
                        fix my teeth without pulling any out or without major surgery. I wore regular metal braces for
                        16 months, and the difference in my smile is incredible. For a long time, I always covered my
                        teeth when I smiled or laughed. Now I'm all smiles and always showing my teeth off. I cannot
                        believe how straight they are! I highly recommend Dr. Yelizar… he's very informative,
                        professional and knows what he's doing. The results were worth every penny! Thank you so much!"
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                            Andreia D., Queens, NY
                        

                    
                    "I was highly recommended by my general dentist to go see Dr. Isaak and his beautiful, state-of-
                        the-art office. His staff is very welcoming, and everything is explained to you. Dr. Isaak is an
                        amazing person, and he took his time explaining everything to me. I’ve had a previous ‘bad’
                        experience with another orthodontist, so I was a little skeptical, but let me tell you… as soon
                        as Dr. Isaak examined my teeth, he told me he was going to give me that perfect smile. I
                        immediately felt I could trust him without even knowing him! I went in for a consultation and I
                        walked out with braces, all done the same day with zero wait time. I would truly recommend
                        SimpliBraces to anyone in a heartbeat."
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                            Maria N., Queens, NY
                        

                    
                    "Dr. Yelizar treated both of my daughters. He was incredible for the entire treatment, very
                        informative, and professional. My eldest usually gets very anxious when going to any kind of
                        doctor, but Dr. Yelizar made her feel at ease and comfortable. We couldn't have gotten a better
                        orthodontist. Now my daughter’s teeth are straight and beautiful, all thanks to Dr. Yelizar! He
                        did an amazing job, and I would highly recommend him to anyone at any age that needs a great,
                        quality orthodontist that puts in 200% for his patients."

                

                
                    
                        [image: Google logo]
                        
                            
                            Janeva L., Queens, NY
                        

                    
                    "We began a journey together, and I am forever grateful for having Dr. Yelizar as my
                        orthodontist. From the moment I sat in his chair, he made me feel comfortable due to his
                        confidence and dedication to giving me the best smile possible! You can tell when someone LOVES
                        what they do. Dr. Yelizar’s passion shows in everything he does. Through broken brackets, jaw
                        surgery, and 2AM worry messages – he was always helpful and reassuring. Fast forward to 6 months
                        post-braces, and I am still so in love with my smile! Thank you to THE GREATEST OF ALL TIME!"
                    

                

            

            
                

            

            Book your Appointment
        
    



    
        Orthodontic Options

        Pick your look

        Select an item to learn more.

    

    
        [image: Person pointing to their smile with traditional braces]
    
    
        
            [image: Person pointing to their smile with traditional braces]
            Traditional 

                Braces

            
                These are the most common type of braces, the ones you are likely familiar with, and the ones that
                    are most easily recognizable. Brackets are low profile and are glued on the front surface of the
                    teeth.

            
        
        
            [image: Person pointing to their smile with clear aligners]
            Clear 

                Aligners

            
                Aligners are removable and are fabricated out of clear custom made plastic. When worn in sequence,
                    they result in gradual tooth movement to achieve desired results. Unlike Braces aligners are
                    removable when eating or drinking.
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            Clear/Ceramic 

                Braces

            
                Clear, transparent braces are brackets that also get bonded to the front surface of the teeth. These
                    appliances provide higher esthetic appeal than traditional metal braces and can provide the same
                    fantastic results within a short period of time.

            
        
        
            [image: Person pointing to their smile]
            Hidden Lingual 

                Braces

            
                Hidden braces are positioned behind the teeth, making them truly invisible. There is no need to
                    remove them and with the invent of the modern techniques lingual braces allow for the fastest, most
                    predictable movements.

            
        
    
    
        

    

    Explore Orthodontic Options


    Artistic elements 

        of SimpliSmile

    Select an item to learn more.
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                    1 Smile Arc
                
                
                    The curvature of upper teeth should follow the curvature of the lower lip in a posed smile. This
                        relationship is unique in all of the picturesque smiles. 
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                    2 Midlines
                
                
                    The facial midline is a starting point of any smile design. In an optimal smile upper and lower
                        front teeth should be aligned with the facial midline. When everything is aligned properly,
                        harmony is created. 
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                    3 Smile Width
                
                
                    A broad smile arch eliminates the dark spaces between the upper teeth and corners of the lips,
                        therefore creating a much more youthful, attractive smile. 
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                    4 Tooth Reveal
                
                
                    Upper front teeth should be maximally displayed when smiling. Full teeth display provides the
                        most aesthetically pleasing and youthful smile appearance. 
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                    5 Teeth Position
                
                
                    The position of the teeth is one of the main reasons for seeking orthodontic care. The main focus
                        of the treatment is not to “align” the teeth, but to find a unique balance between the art and
                        science of orthodontics. Applying this balance will ensure the creation of a stunning,
                        aesthetically pleasing smile. 

                

            

            
                

            

        
    



    Our smile 

        transformations
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    View Our Work


    
        World-Class Orthodontics

            Made Affordable

        Whether you’re interested in traditional
                braces or discreet Invisalign, we don’t want cost to stand in the way of you or your child
            getting world-class orthodontic care in your area. The good news is that we offer multiple ways to make
            treatment more affordable. To begin, we welcome dental insurance and will do what we can to maximize your
            benefits. We’ll also provide you with an estimate, help you understand the cost of orthodontics, and answer any
            questions you have about your coverage. If you don’t have dental insurance, ask our orthodontic team near Farmingdale about in-house financing, “Pay in Full” discounts, and our other affordable options.

    



    
        
            Ready, set, 

                smile.

            We’ve helped thousands of patients change their lives by creating beautiful smiles and increasing their
                self-confidence.
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            Request Your Free Exam
        
        
    



    
        Get Social with Dr. Yelizar

        Join Thousands of Followers
             @NYCORTHODONTIST
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            Request a Free Simpliguide to Your New Smile

            	Discover how your smile can improve your life.
	Find out what are the elements that create a truly beautiful smile. 
	Follow the clearly outlined steps to get started in creating your new smile.


            
                
                
                
                

                Get the Guide
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        Finding Our Office

            In Queens

        Our skilled orthodontist and the rest of our
            phenomenal team can’t wait to make your smile goals a reality. Plus, we’re proud to welcome
            patients from all over the area, including those looking for an orthodontist near Forest Hills or an
            orthodontic office near Kew Gardens. When it comes time for your appointment, simply head to 63-109 Saunders
            Street # Ba2 in Queens, NY. Not far from Queens Blvd., we’re just down the street from IKEA,
            Burlington, CVS Pharmacy, and Walgreens Photo. If you need any assistance finding our orthodontic office near Corona, don’t hesitate to give our team a call.


        Frequently Asked Questions

        At SimpliBraces, we want our patients to always feel like they have all the information they need to make the
            right decisions for their smiles. If there’s anything you want to know about our practice or
            orthodontics in general, just reach out to us; our team will be happy to tell you whatever you want to know.
            Before you call, check the FAQs below to see if we have already answered your questions here.

        Learn More
        
            
                What Level of Education is Required to Be an Orthodontist?

                Becoming an orthodontist can take about 10 to 11 years of education and training. After earning their
                    undergraduate degree, the candidate needs to complete four years of dental school. They’ll
                    then need to participate in an orthodontic residency, which can last about 2 to 3 years depending on
                    the program. The final step is to seek board certification after completing the residency. The
                    candidate will need to take an exam administered by the American Board of Orthodontics. If they
                    pass, they become a certified orthodontist.

                How Much Do Braces Cost in Queens?

                The cost of braces is not something that’s set in stone. The type of braces used, how long
                    they’re worn, the location of the practice, and the patient’s compliance with the
                    instructions they’re given can all affect the final cost. Also, if you have dental insurance,
                    it may offer partial coverage for orthodontic work, although the details of said coverage may vary
                    depending on what plan you have. Our team will always be upfront with you about how much you can
                    expect to pay for your braces, and they can help you explore options for fitting the cost of care
                    into your budget.

                How Do I Find the Best Place to Get Orthodontic Work Done?

                Typing “orthodontist near me” into Google will get you plenty of results, but to narrow
                    down which practice is the best fit, you’ll need to think about what factors matter most to
                    you. Is the practice located in a place that you can get to easily? Will they take your insurance?
                    Is the orthodontist experienced? By exploring a practice’s website, you can get the answers to
                    these questions while also learning more about the specific services they offer. You can also check
                    their reviews on Google to see what past patients have to say about them.

                What Do You Do If You Can’t Afford an Orthodontist?

                If you’re not sure how you’re going to pay for orthodontic work, it’s worth
                    remembering that you have a few different options:

                	A dental insurance plan with orthodontic coverage can significantly reduce your out-of-pocket
                        costs. We accept many popular dental insurance plans.
	Financing allows you to break up the cost of care into manageable monthly installments. We offer
                        an “Interest-Free In-House” financing option, but we also work with third-party
                        financers Lending Point.
	Some practices offer discounts to make paying for orthodontic care easier. For example, we offer
                        a “Sibling Discount” as well as a “Pay in Full” discount.
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                    Get in touch 

                        with us.

                    We Believe
 Your smile is 

                            worth it. 

                    Get Started

                
            

            
                (929) 229-1009
                info@simplibraces.com 
                63-109 Saunders St # Ba2,
                    Queens, NY 11374
                
                    Office Hours
                    
                        Monday10:30 am - 6:00 pm
                        

                        Tuesday10:30 am - 6:00 pm
                        

                        Wednesday10:30 am - 6:00 pm
                        

                        Thursday10:30 am - 6:00 pm
                        

                        Friday10:30 am - 4:00 pm
                        

                        SundayClosed 
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